68%, 25%, 7%, and <1% of the total was observed in the NW, SW, NE, and SE Gulf, respectively. This reflects differences in basin history and hydrocarbon generation. SAR images from 2010 showed that the 87 day DWH discharge produced a surface-oil footprint fundamentally different from background seepage, with an average ocean area of 11,200 km 2 (SD 5028) and a volume of 22,600 m 3 (SD 5411). Peak magnitudes of oil were detected during equivalent, 14 day intervals around 23 May and 18 June, when wind speeds remained <5 m s
natural seeps in the vicinity of the DWH wreck [Crooke et al., 2015] , the challenge of distinguishing natural oils slicks from anthropogenic releases [Aeppli et al., 2013; Garcia-Pineda et al., 2015] , and the possibility that oil from natural seeps causes deleterious impact to deep sea fauna [Boehm and Carragher, 2012] comparable to that attributed to oil from the DWH discharge [White et al., 2012] . The present work updates and refines estimates for the number, distribution, and output rates of natural seeps in the Gulf of Mexico. This can provide a basis for evaluating the fate and effect of oil from chronic background sources versus oil from large, but transient anthropogenic discharges.
In contrast to the widespread background seepage, the DWH event released 10 5 m 3 d 21 from a single damaged well in 1500 m water depth [McNutt et al., 2011] . A fraction of the DWH discharge was dispersed in deep-ocean plumes [Camilli et al., 2010; Ryerson et al., 2011] with some coming to rest on the ocean floor [Chanton et al., 2015; Valentine et al., 2014] . Oil that reached the surface spread across thousands of km 2 of the ocean [Lubchenco et al., 2012] , while natural oil weathering processes and strenuous response efforts to control the discharge influenced the magnitude and fate of the floating oil [Lehr et al., 2010; Leifer et al., 2012; McNutt et al., 2011; Ryerson et al., 2011] .
By examining changes in the amount of oil detected on the ocean surface with satellite SAR, we quantify the extent, magnitude, and movement of DWH oil. Remote sensing data have been used to investigate the DWH discharge based on limited numbers of optical [Bulgarelli and Djavidnia, 2012; Hu et al., 2011; Maianti et al., 2014; Svejkovsky et al., 2012] and SAR images [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013a; Lubchenco et al., 2012; Marghany, 2014] . No previous study has had the opportunity to analyze a comprehensive collection of remote sensing data, which covered the entire impacted region from beginning to end of the emergency, with use of consistent, objective methods. We compared SAR results to changing rates of oil discharge, response treatment that included aerial and subsea application of dispersants, and controlled burning of surface oil that have been reported in publically available records [Houma ICP Aerial Dispersant Group, 2010; Lehr et al., 2010; Mabile and Allen, 2010] . The results from the DWH discharge shed light on the fate of the surface oil as well as the effects of different response efforts and environmental conditions. Comparison of the chronic natural supply to acute oil pollution events using consistent methodology can provide results that inform ongoing research on impacts of hydrocarbons in a marine basin.
Materials and Methods

SAR Images
This study is based upon two separate collections of SAR data that were acquired over the Gulf of Mexico under conditions suitable for detecting floating oil. To quantify oil discharged from natural seeps, we reviewed 1158 prospective images obtained through the Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) and analyzed 254 individual SAR images collected by the Radarsat-1, JERS-1, and ERS1 satellites between May 1997 and November 2007. Note that SAR images, as they are cataloged in the ASF archive, can overlap along the data acquired during an orbital pass of a satellite. Combining frames that overlapped along individual orbital paths yielded a total of 176 distinct SAR acquisitions (supporting information Table S1 ).
All data were converted from Level1 format to 8 bit geotiff with use of the MapReady software from ASF. Images were chosen for analysis with the objective to obtain complete and replicated sampling of the entire Gulf of Mexico, with higher replication in regions known to host natural seeps, and to utilize images obtained under sea conditions that were compliant with detection of floating oil. Proportional sampling density for this image collection covering the entire Gulf of Mexico was compiled as 10 km gridded values in geographic projection. On average, each grid cell was sampled 15.3 times; cells with zero samplings were restricted to bay and near-coastal areas where natural seeps are not known to occur (supporting information Figure S1 ).
To quantify the distribution of floating oil during the discharge from the DWH, we analyzed 166 SAR images collected by Radarsat-1, Radarsat-2, TerraSAR-X, CosmoSKY-MED 1-2-3-4, ENVISAT, ALOS-1, and ERS-2 satellites between 23 April 2010 and 2 August 2010. Data were obtained in a wide range of formats, including N1 (Envisat), Level1, geotiff 8 bit, and geotiff 16 bit. Rendering of raw satellite data to 8 and 16 bit geotiff formats was performed using a range of brightness and contrast settings. To maximize the revisit coverage over the spill, each satellite had to adjust and reaim the viewing beam mode each time an image was acquired. The resulting images varied in terms of resolutions, incidence angles, and polarizations,
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summarized in the supporting information Table S2 . To estimate the contribution of thicker patches of floating oil to the aggregated volume, a subset of the SAR images collected during the DWH discharge was additionally analyzed to detect small SAR image anomalies caused by thicker patches of emulsion within overall regions of floating oil with use of the Oil Emulsion Detection Algorithm (OEDA) [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013a] . A total of 60 SAR images that detected the floating oil were analyzed for this purpose. The satellite images and resulting data sets that were gridded for input are cataloged in supporting information Table S3 .
Environmental Data and DWH Response Effects
The determination that each SAR image was obtained when wind speeds were compliant with detection of floating oil was based on ocean buoy data, modeled wind products, and visual evaluation of image texture. Modeled wind time series were obtained from the NAM ocean model [Janjic et al., 2010] , realized in 6 h time steps on a 5 3 5 km grid for analysis of DWH oil. The 5 km grid used for the DWH results conformed to the NRDA DWH Albers grid. Daily magnitude and spatial distribution of aerial dispersant application [Houma ICP Aerial Dispersant Group, 2010] and burning operations [Mabile and Allen, 2010] were obtained from publicly available databases. Daily discharge and recovery rates as well as daily subsea dispersant injection quantities were taken from the Oil Budget Calculator [Lehr et al., 2010] .
Sea level observations of floating oil from the DWH discharge included surprisingly few physical collections, but many qualitative observations [NOAA Hazmat, 2012] , that were used to corroborate presence or absence of floating oil, and occurrence of thicker layers of emulsified oil based on the color and appearance of floating oil [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013a] . Locations of natural seeps were checked against published results [Brooks et al., 1990; Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010; MacDonald et al., 1996; Roberts and Boland, 2010] and reports from recent expeditions.
SAR Image Processing: Presence-Absence of Oil
After preliminary processing, SAR images were analyzed for presence of floating oil with use of the Texture Classifying Neural Network Algorithm (TCNNA), which has been described in previous publications [GarciaPineda et al., 2010 [GarciaPineda et al., , 2013b [GarciaPineda et al., , 2009 . This semiautomated routine filters a gray scale image with a 25 3 25 pixel kernel, testing pixel-by-pixel for edge and shape detections based upon the Leung-Malik filter bank [Leung and Malik, 2001] . The neural network algorithm interpolates these detections within a training set previously compiled by an expert operator through classification of several thousand pixels in images known to contain natural oil slicks, which are distinctive linear features, broadest near the origin and tapering away down-wind. Training sets were also compiled for the floating oil targets resulting from the DWH discharge, which were much larger in area and contained a greater variety of regular and irregular shapes. Detection of floating oil with TCNNA was repeatedly validated by comparison with sea level observation.
Under local conditions of low or zero wind, substantial regions of an image would appear radar-dark in the absence of capillary waves on the ocean surface. Low-wind regions were recognizable as contiguous features lacking patchiness caused by uneven distributions of floating oil. Regions of antenna pattern noise, rain cells, or low wind were carefully masked off from the surrounding image features to avoid falsepositive classifications and were classified as no-data regions of the image (e.g., supporting information Figure S3) . Resolution of individual pixels depended upon the satellite and collection mode, but was generally in the range 25-100 m.
SAR Image Processing: Emulsion Anomalies
A separate algorithm was employed to detect small regions of emulsified oil within the large oil slicks generated by the DWH discharge. The Oil Emulsion Detection Algorithm (OEDA) was developed based on the unprecedented number of remote sensing collections completed during the emergency, specifically nearsynoptic observations with different sensors and sea level validation by responders [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013a] . The numerical approach described by these authors required evaluating the 16 bit SAR images with the use of a satellite-specific normalization polynomial. This procedure detected small regions (<2% of total oil slick area), where oil emulsion produced a scattering effect that was intermediate between the high, radar-bright backscatter from clean sea and the radar-dark areas where floating oil suppressed capillary waves. Features extracted using this procedure were consistent in size, location, and time with observations from other optical and hyperspectral sensors, as well as from direct observations at sea level [Garcia-Pineda et al. Table S3 . Despite the paucity of physical collections of floating oil, there were many qualitative observations that could be used to corroborate presence or absence of floating oil and occurrence of thicker layers of emulsified oil, and which showed significant correlation to emulsified oil detected by the OEDA analysis [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013a] .
Determining an accurate scalar for the volume of oil that comprised layers of emulsion utilized two lines of evidence. Hyperspectral data found that oil slick thickness during the DWH discharge ranged from 0.1 mm to >100 mm, with patches on the order of up to 1000 mm possible [Lehr et al., 2010] . The SAR data were able to detect floating oil across this entire range with Texture Classifying Neural Network Algorithm, with thick emulsions identified as anomalies [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013a] . The mean thickness of these anomalies was determined from statistics of oil slick volume estimates of the DWH spill on 17 May 2010 using measurements by the hyperspectral Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) and a spectral matching algorithm after atmospheric correction [Clark et al., 2010] . The 7.6 m resolution AVIRIS data were binned to 30 m (comparative to SAR resolution) to calculate the cumulative occurrence frequency, with the upper inflection point estimated to be about 70 lm (supporting information Figure S2 ) [Sun et al., 2015] .
An independent estimate of oil thickness was obtained from the burning operations, which typically collected oil from over several square km of ocean area [Mabile and Allen, 2010] . Taking the reported volume of oil burned in 365 operations, divided by the ocean area from which it was reported to have been collected, indicates that oil of sufficient volume to be collected for burning had an average thickness of 72 mm (SD 4.64). On the basis of the AVIRIS results and the reports from the burning operations, we specify a 70 mm thickness for oil anomaly pixels identified by OEDA [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013a] . All other oil-covered regions were classified as ''sheen.'' The thickness of such classified ''sheen'' was set at 1 mm following published standards [ASTM International, 2006; NOAA Hazmat, 2012] .
Gridded Data Sets
The TCNNA processing of a SAR image yielded a set of pixels (typically 100 3 100 m) that were classified as oil-covered water. These pixels were aggregated as gridded data. A 10 3 10 km geographic grid was used for the natural seep data. An Albers equal area grid was used for the DWH study, conforming to the National Resource Damage Assessment DWH study grid (5 3 5 km). Output from OEDA analysis included a third variable: the proportion of oil-covered water containing thick emulsions. Grid cells that were partially sampled by an image, or that contained no-data regions due to low wind or noise, were not included in the output. The same grid was used to localize the aerial dispersant applications and controlled burning operations, as well as output of the NAM wind model.
Analysis of Natural Oil Seep Zones
The set of SAR images taken from 176 distinct SAR acquisitions were found to contain possible oil slicks somewhere within the sampled area (supporting information Table S1 ). An oil slick origin (OSO) was defined as the localized region where a rising stream of oil droplets arrives at the surface [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010 ]. An oil slick from a natural seep is the elongated film that drifts away from an OSO with movement of surface water [De Beukelaer et al., 2003] . Over a period of 10-20 h, an OSO location is more or less fixed, while the shape and length of its slick depend on wind direction and speed [MacDonald et al., 2002] . The end of an oil slick is the point beyond which the floating film has dissipated so that it no longer produces wave damping effects that can be distinguished by remote sensing. Natural seep zones produce one to several such streams, discharging from discrete vents on the seafloor. Over periods of days or longer, the surface location of an OSO will change relative to its seafloor vent as midwater currents displace vertical pathways to the surface. Our analysis of natural seeps with TCNNA processed SAR images had the following goals:
(1) identify individual or clusters of OSO features in SAR images produced from geologic seep zones, 
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2.7. Surface Oil From Natural Seeps To determine the clustering scale for active seep zones, we compared all pairwise distances among 100 OSO features in SAR images taken over an identical region of the north-central Gulf of Mexico. The distance increased gradually in the range of about 100-2000 m and abruptly beyond 2500 m pairwise-distance. We interpret this inflection as the shift that occurs between vents within an active seep and vents associated with a distinct geologic structure. Accordingly, for an individual SAR image, we identified seep zones by taking the geographic centroid of vents clustered within diameters of <2500 m. In some cases, these zones could be pinpointed by seafloor observation from submersibles [De Beukelaer et al., 2003; Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010; MacDonald et al., 1996 MacDonald et al., , 2003 ]. Where such exploration was not available, multiple observations of OSO clusters were required to eliminate the possibility of false positives or transient events. However, the density of active seep zones is high in the Gulf, so a means to group OSO clusters when comparing among multiple images is needed. Working from the locations of known seep zones, we found an empirical linear relationship (least squares R 2 5 0.925) between water depth and the deflection between a vent and its OSO:
where X (m) is the lateral displacement between an OSO and its seafloor vent location, and Z is water depth (m). Derivation of this relationship has been described in an earlier publication [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010] . Applying this relationship to clusters of OSO centroids was the method by which we identified possible seep zone locations in unexplored regions.
To estimate the average amount of oil-covered water resulting from natural seepage in the Gulf of Mexico, each TCNNA-processed SAR image was considered a separate, independent sample of an arbitrary size from the offshore area. An estimate of the mean area of oil-covered water was obtained by summing the mean area covered in each of the individual grid cells, which for any given cell was found by averaging over those of the 176 SAR acquisitions which contained that cell. Similar procedures led to estimates for different regions and for differences between quadrants. Standard deviations for these estimates were obtained by bootstrapping [Chernick, 1999] . Estimates were computed for 100,00 bootstrap samples consisting of 176 images sampled with replacement from the original 176 SAR acquisitions, and the standard deviation of these 10,000 estimates is reported. This bootstrap methodology is justified if the original 176 SAR acquisitions may be regarded as a random sample from a hypothetical infinite population of such images. The procedure allowed for the estimation of standard error and for statistical comparison of different subregions of the Gulf of Mexico.
Interpolation Method for Surface Oil From DWH
To interpolate among the SAR images that detected surface oil during DWH, we used the following algorithm: let the random variable Y j (t) be the area of cell j that is covered by oil at time t. The basic statistical assumption is that Y j (t) is the sum of a time-varying mean m j (t) and a random error with mean of zero and spatial covariance function:
where d jk is the distance between the centers of cells j and k. The total area covered by oil at time t is YðtÞ5 X j Y j ðtÞ where the sum is over all cells. The mean and variance of Y(t) are: X j l j ðtÞ and r
To estimate these quantities, it is necessary to estimate l j (t) for all j and t and the covariance parameters r
where h is a bandwidth parameter chosen to be 48 h based upon minimizing mean squared error that was found. The TCNNA results for individual SAR images were compared iteratively to estimates obtained by interpolating among all remaining images.
The covariance parameters were estimated by forming the variogram of the cross-validation residuals Y j ðt jk Þ 2l j ðt jk Þ wherel j ðt jk Þ is the kernel estimate of m j (t jk ) omitting the observed value Y j (t jk ). These residuals were formed for each observation time and then pooled to form the variogram. The variogram is a standard measure of spatial correlation that is related closely to the spatial covariance function. The covariance parameters were estimated by the weighted least squares method of Cressie [Cressie, 1991] . The assumption that the pattern of spatial covariance is independent of time was confirmed from the similarity of variograms for the separate observation times.
The same procedure was used to estimate the area covered by thick oil and to characterize uncertainty in it. The error bound for the combined volume of oil was calculated by combining the uncertainty terms for thin and thick oil and applying 1 and 70 lm scalars for area and thickness. The interpolation method outlined above was used to predict coverage of oil and thick oil in each cell to compile maps of DWH surface oil concentrations from all available images and all cells in which oil was detected (supporting information Database S2A). The same procedure was used to estimate total magnitudes of surface oil at regular intervals. For these calculations, the overall region of prediction was restricted to the set of cells for which the largest gap between prediction time and an observation was less than 9 days (supporting information Database S2B). This ensured that prediction was local in time.
3. Results
Gulf of Mexico Natural Oil Seeps
Satellite remote sensing data have previously been used to compile inventories of persistent background oil sources in the present-day Gulf of Mexico and to thereby quantify a pathway by which fossil carbon reenters the living Earth system [MacDonald et al., 1996 ; National Research Council Committee on Oil in the Sea, 2003]. We used the Texture Classifying Neural Network Algorithm (TCNNA) to analyze 176 SAR images (supporting information Figure S1 ) collected over the Gulf prior to 2010. Slicks that clustered in restricted localities among multiple images indicated the occurrence of seabed seep zones, which were controlled by the geologic features that allow hydrocarbons to escape into the water column from subsurface reservoirs through faults [Abrams, 2005; Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010; Whelan et al., 2005] .
The analysis identified 914 distinct seep zones (Figure 1 and supporting information Database S1), which are concentrated in a north to south trend from the Texas-Louisiana Slope. They trend through the Sigsbee Knolls and the Campeche Knolls [Bryant et al., 1991] , to a cluster of sources that occur within the supergiant Cantarell Complex oil field on the Campeche Bank of the Yucatan Peninsula [Miranda et al., 2004] . Oil slicks or similar features were eliminated from the inventory when no seep zone was observed within its 10 km grid cell and a one-cell buffer surrounding that cell. This filter removed anomalies that were detected in solitary SAR images. Integration of multiple images predicts the seafloor locations of persistent natural oil seeps. Geographically, the largest numbers of seeps are associated with the salt-tectonic stratigraphy of the Gulf of Mexico, which is most pronounced in the central and western region of the continental slope [McBride et al., 1998; Watkins et al., 1978] . There was progressive curtailment of natural discharges detected by SAR eastward along the Mississippi-Alabama Slope in the direction of the Florida Platform, a massive carbonate structure where sediment accumulation has been limited during basin history and salt bodies are absent [Hine et al., 2003; Pindell and Kennan, 2007] .
The average area of TCNNA-detected surface oil was compiled as a 10 3 10 km gridded data set to show the average proportion of surface waters covered by background oil discharges (Figure 2 ). This analysis did not include gas vents or mud volcanoes that discharged insufficient oil to create a surface slick or transient discharges that were not detected across multiple SAR images. Although persistent pollution is a component in the background discharge of surface oil in the Gulf of Mexico Miranda et al., 2004] 
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Surface slicks exhibit unusual characteristics compared with other ocean features detected by remote sensing. Their two-dimensional area can cover many square kilometers of ocean surface, yet they have a thickness measured in microns. Determining the volume of oil required to form a slick depends upon approximations of slick thickness that are inherently difficult to verify. The maximum average area of floating oil in a 10 3 10 km grid cell was 15 km 2 , but the oil-covered area per cell was typically much smaller. Following methods previously used to estimate the total flux of natural oil to the surface of the Gulf of Mexico [MacDonald et al., 1993 ; National Research Council Committee on Oil in the Sea, 2003], we estimate that the average thickness of natural oil slicks is 0.1 lm. Using this scalar, the area of persistent natural oil slicks can be expressed as volume per area (m 3 km 22 ), which will enable comparison with anthropogenic events such as the DWH discharge (Figure 2) .
Division of the Gulf into four subregions along lines of 258N latitude and 908W longitude provides a basis for comparing the scale of oil seepage in the northwest, northeast, southeast, and southwest portions of the basin (Figure 2 and supporting information Database S1). The four subregions each comprise from 16% to 34% of the Gulf's total 1,473,700 km 2 area. The northwestern subregion, encompassing most of the Texas-Louisiana Slope and Sigsbee Escarpment areas, was the largest source of floating oil in the Gulf; it contributed an average of 68% of the total. The southwestern subregion, containing the Cantarell field and the Campeche Knoll seeps [MacDonald et al., 2004] , contributed an average of 25% of the total. The northeastern subregion, including Mississippi Canyon, where the Deepwater Horizon incident occurred, contributed only 7% of the background oil seepage into the Gulf of Mexico (Table 1 and supporting information Database S1).
The maximum mean volume of surface oil from natural oil seeps in a grid cell was 0.015 m 3 km 22 (0.09 bbl km 22 ) (Figure 2 ). The combined footprint of all natural oil slicks, based on average oil cover per grid cell, is 779 km 2 (SD 86.24). These microscopically thin oil layers rarely survive more than 8-24 h on the ocean surface before evaporation and dispersion remove them as coherent features in remote sensing data [De Beukelaer et al., 2003; MacDonald et al., 2013] . Taking these time constants as the formation rate for the composite area of natural slicks, the annual discharge from seeps for the entire Gulf equates to a flux at the (Table 1) . These estimates are in reasonable agreement with previous results, but are presented with statistically defined error bounds and subregional resolution.
Spatial Distribution of DWH Surface Oil
To investigate the magnitude and distribution of surface oil discharged by DWH, we adapted the TCNNA process used for background seeps to analyze a set of 166 SAR images collected throughout the 102 day interval from 24 April 2010 to 3 August 2010 (supporting information Table S2 ) [Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013b] . The output generated discrete estimates for the total area of oil-covered water, irrespective of thickness, within the geographic region covered by each SAR image. Estimates for the much smaller patches of thick oil and oilwater emulsion were obtained by applying the Oil Emulsion Detection Algorithm (OEDA) [Garcia-Pineda et al., The Gulf is gridded in 10 3 10 km cells, which were divided into four subregions along the lines of 258N latitude and 908W longitude. Each cell was sampled in multiple SAR images. Mean volumes for oil and oil emulsion, with standard deviations, were calculated from a bootstrap replication, with replacement, of 100,000 samplings. Annual discharge volume estimates assume that natural oil slicks of area shown and 0.1 mm thickness persist for 8-24 h, with one standard deviation added to or subtracted from the upper and lower bounds, respectively.
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2013a] to the subset of 60 SAR images in which the satellite sampled the floating oil within an incidence angle range of 198-388 (L-band), 208-328 (C-band), or 208-318 (X-band). Although SAR image acquisitions were focused on the DWH area during the emergency, not all images covered the entire extent of the surface oil, and satellite overpass periods were irregular. The TCNNA or OEDA output from each SAR image was therefore treated as a statistical sample of the total surface oil. We then interpolated within the overall data to estimate the extent of the floating oil footprint in a grid of 5 3 5 km cells at noon and midnight UTC for the 102 days of data ( Figure 3 and supporting information Database S2A).
Combining all results during the 24 April 2010 to 3 August 2010, the aggregated floating oil and oil emulsion footprints extended over an area of 149,000 km 2 , from offshore Louisiana west of the Mississippi River Delta and east northeast across the DWH site to the Florida Panhandle (Figure 3 ). The cumulative footprint is the composite of ocean areas where floating surface oil and oil emulsion were detected during the DWH discharge. The daily footprint areas were much smaller than the cumulative area and were variable in size and location; the daily average footprint area was 11,200 km 2 (SD 8431, max 28,400 km 2 ). Transient events extended the cumulative footprint across a broader area of the northeast Gulf of Mexico. Examples of transient events include formation of the so-called ''Tiger Tail'' that resulted from entrainment of oil into the Loop Current in May [Walker et al., 2011] , and episodic rafting of oil onto the Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida shelf and shorelines [Michel et al., 2013] , which are evident in an animation of daily maps showing oil occurrence (supporting information Movie S1).
The volume of surface oil and oil emulsions at any time or location is poorly known for the DWH discharge. Quantitative airborne hyperspectral oil slick mapping [Leifer et al., 2012] and UAVSAR surveillance [Jones et al., 2011] by NASA showed larger areas of thin oil slicks interspersed by patches and streamers of much thicker oil and oil emulsion, a pattern repeatedly confirmed by a review of aerial imagery and responder observations [Svejkovsky et al., 2012] . Technical documents used by the responders considered the thinnest oil layers to be <8 mm [Lehr et al., 2010] . However, even the thinnest slicks were rarely continuous, and the thicker layers were often highly concentrated. In summarizing SAR results (see section 2), we conservatively categorized surface oil into two thickness classes: thin (average thickness 1 mm) and thick (average thickness 70 mm), with the understanding that this classification collapsed a broad spectrum of variation.
Multiplying the respective areas of thin and thick oil by these average thickness estimates and summing the results provided an estimate of the volume of surface oil and oil emulsion in each grid cell at noon and midnight (UTC) for each of the 102 days of data. A summary of the volume estimates is mapped as the average of these twice-daily interpolated values over the 102 days (Figure 3) . In this figure, the minimum average surface , which exceeded the maximum value for natural background oil (Figure 2 ). The maximum average surface oil volume for any cell over the entire 102 days was 4 m 3 km
22
.
The volume of oil in a grid cell for any time period is the net sum of oil arriving at the surface, minus evaporation and other losses, lateral transport out of the cell, dispersion into the water column, and treatment by response efforts. The oil-covered area shifted constantly throughout the discharge and decreased markedly after the well was capped on 15 July. Consequently, the volume of oil in some grid cells varied greatly over time, with the amount of oil in a grid cell on a given day much larger (or smaller) than the average value for that cell across the 102 day event (Figure 3 and supporting information Movie S1). Generally, higher oil volumes were clustered in the grid cells around the DWH site, but patches of thicker oil migrated across the northeastern Gulf region and sometimes went ashore in the coastal states [Michel et al., 2013] .
Surface oil was generally concentrated in proximity to the DWH wreck site while discharges were ongoing ( Figure 4 and supporting information Database S2B). The spatial distribution of floating oil and oil emulsion, relative to the DWH discharge point, can be expressed as its average daily volume (m 3 d 21 ) at progressive increments of distance and as its average daily concentration (m 3 d 21 km 22 ) in the geometrically increasing areas that these distance increments represent. These values include only the grid cells where oil was observed over the entire course of the discharge. The average daily volume increases out to distances of 50 km from the well and then declines, while the average concentration steadily declines as oil is distributed over an ever increasing area. The increase in volume with distance from the DWH discharge point out to 50 km suggests the range over which recently discharged oil surfaced and drifted across the ocean after traveling from depth. Additionally, formation of emulsion (mousse) greatly increased volume as oil weathered and traveled away from the well. Beyond 50 km, oil volume declined with further distance as oil entrainment, dispersion, and response operations removed surface oil.
The physical constraints on the discharge changed markedly during the emergency as response efforts intensified. In particular, amputation of the fallen riser pipes on 2 June 2010 focused the discharge at a single point and facilitated treatment of the discharging oil. Comparison of the average daily volumes and concentrations before and after the riser was cutoff is a way to examine the overall impact of this intervention (Figure 4 ). Prior to the riser amputation, the average daily volume of surface oil detected by SAR comprised a total of 26,240 m 3 , with a modal distance of 50 km from the well; more than 77% of the total oil was found within 100 km from the well (Figure 4a ). After riser amputation, the modal distance from the well remained 50 km, but the total average daily volume for all cells (m ; less than 65% of the total oil was observed with 100 km from the site (Figure 4c ). The approximate exponential decline in concentration of oil at greater distances was more rapid prior to the event (Figure 4b ). Concentration of oil (m 3 d 21 km
) decreased after amputation of the riser (Figure 4d ). Understanding possible underlying causes for these global differences requires examining the temporal record of the surface oil detected by SAR. 
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after the sinking of DWH until 6 May, and then decreased about 25% before expanding to its maximum extent on 23 May (Figure 5b) . Thereafter, the thick oil coverage declined.
Combining the areas of 1 and 70 mm oil thickness classes shows how the changes in total volume contrast with the changes in total area (compare Figures 5a and 5c ). Between the maxima of 23 May and 18 June, the interpolated estimates for volume of surface oil decreased by 21%, while estimates of the area it covered increased by 49% ( Table 2 ). The statistical confidence associated with the interpolation methods is presented as the standard deviation of the summary values shown in Table 2 . Our conclusion is that the probabilities that ocean area covered by oil was greater on 18 June than on 23 May, while volume of the oil decreased between these same dates, were greater than 0.90. Comparison of the peak values for oil area and volume for 6 May, 23 May, and 18 June also shows the changing relative importance of the thin and thick classes during different phases of the discharge. In the initial phases up to 23 May, thick oil comprised 60% of the total volume of surface oil. The percentage of thick oil in the total volume then decreased and contributed just 27% to the 18 June peak (Table 2) . A sensitivity analysis showed that utilizing a broad range of scalars in the ''thick oil'' thickness, from 50 to 100 mm, did not change the fundamental conclusions of this study. It is important to note that the variation in surface oil area and volume detected by SAR occurred in the context of increasing action by the responders and dynamic environmental conditions. The cumulative effect of response actions was to reduce the rate of discharge through direct recovery and to increase the amount of discharged oil treated with dispersant and controlled burns; however, these efforts were initiated in different sequences ( Figure 6 ). Application of Corexit V R dispersant from aircraft was most aggressive in the earlier phases of the discharge, but became more measured as the response progressed [Houma ICP Aerial Dispersant Group, 2010; Lehr et al., 2010] . Subsea application of dispersant into the buoyant plume of oil and gas, a previously untested procedure, was initiated on 5 May [Lehr et al., 2010] . After the riser amputation on 2 June, dispersant applications of greater and greater quantity were applied with increasing focus directly into escaping oil and gas at the point of discharge. Controlled burn operations that targeted regions of thick oil on the surface increased substantially during calm weather conditions in the first 3 weeks of June [Mabile and Allen, 2010] .
Plotting the daily volumes of surface oil seen by SAR with the cumulative volumes of untreated and treated discharge over time ( Figure 6 ) illustrates how the surface oil present at any time reflected losses compared to the cumulative discharge due to oil that dispersed in the water column before reaching the surface and was subsequently removed by dispersion, bacterial consumption, sinking, and going ashore [Leifer et al., 2012; Reed et al., 1999; Ryerson et al., 2011] . Without these predictable loss processes, oil would have accumulated on the surface to a degree more commensurate with the rate of discharge. However, short-term variations in surface oil area and volume were greater than what can be explained by natural losses and the combined response efforts (supporting information Movie S1). Environmental conditions played a crucial role in the ability of SAR to detect floating oil.
Wind is a primary driver of evaporation, entrainment, dispersion, and transport of surface oil [Brekke and Solberg, 2005; Espedal and Wahl, 1999; Reed et al., 1999] . At wind speeds 5 m s 21 and above, SAR is increasingly less effective at detecting a contrast between oil-dampened surface roughness and surrounding backscatter [Brekke and Solberg, 2005; Espedal and Wahl, 1999] . The oil may still have been at or near the surface, but SAR was less able to detect it-at least until the wind subsided and surface slicks reformed. Generally, expansion of surface oil area and volume detectable to SAR occurred during periods of low wind, while peaks in average wind speed corresponded to contraction of these values (Figure 7 and supporting information Movie S1). The strongest relationship among surface oil magnitude and the other factors discussed previously was the negative correlation (R 2 5 0.45) between the average wind speed and surface oil area.
The peak magnitudes of surface oil observed on 23 May and 18 June corresponded to two equivalent phases of about 14 days, when wind speeds were ideal for detecting surface oil; these phases were bookended by episodes of higher winds. From late May onward, the response effort began to gain an upper hand on the discharge. Key milestones (indicated along the base of Figure 7 ) marked overall progress in this regard.
The surface oil was dissipated further by the high wind events associated with Hurricane Alex around 1 July in the final phase of the surface-oil time series (Figure 7 ). Installation and closure of the capping stack on 15 July ended discharge from the well. However, areal extent of the surface oil expanded during a brief interval of low winds around 18 July, perhaps as residual oil escaped from the wreckage, or as a result of curtailed dispersant applications during capping stack installation. Surface oil virtually disappeared from SAR detection after the high winds associated with Tropical Storm Bonnie swept through the northeastern Gulf. The 
Discussion and Conclusions
SAR and other satellite-based remote sensing of surface oil have provided unparalleled coverage of the Gulf of Mexico over space and time. However, estimates of volume and flux must be qualified by the fact that thickness determination using present remote sensing technology remains imprecise. Measuring oil slick thickness under marine conditions is very challenging; during the DWH spill, few attempts were made to quantify oil slick thickness using satellite-based sensors. Estimates for the thickness of oil slicks from natural discharges are based on colorimetric evaluations, but have an inherently qualitative range [ASTM International, 2006; NOAA Hazmat, 2012] . Quantitative in situ analysis of oil slick thicknesses conducted concurrently with the collection of remote sensing images has rarely occurred. In many ways, the physical oceanography of the northeastern Gulf of Mexico was markedly underobserved during one of the greatest environmental crises in U.S. history, and it remains so in the aftermath. The hypothesis we propose to explain what happened to the surface discharge of DWH oil needs testing by independent approaches such as biological and chemical tracers and physical models of surface-oil advection, weathering, and fate. Recent results that track the fallout of the subsurface plume [Valentine et al., 2014] might be combined with information about the surface oil to provide additional insight on the interaction of surface and midwater fractions of the discharge.
Notwithstanding these limitations, this study offers clear distinctions between natural seeps and the DWH discharge. A persistent natural oil slick, fed by a fixed geologic process, is observed in a relatively restricted area. On the ocean surface, the slick's curvilinear form flutters away from the seafloor discharge point in a continuous, wind-driven orbit. Freshly surfacing oil constantly renews the slick's origin; then it rapidly disappears, consumed and dispersed by weathering processes, after drifting across the ocean for a few hours. This repeated pattern makes it possible to predict the location of the slick's geologic source and, with reasonable estimates of volume and time scale, to calculate a flux.
Seep sources are most common and productive in the northwestern and southwestern sectors of the Gulf, while the northeast region where DWH occurred produces comparatively little natural oil seepage. The background contribution of natural seeps in the northeastern Gulf had negligible effect on the floating oil footprint and the volume of oil and oil emulsion generated during the DWH discharge. The maximum surface oil concentration from natural seeps we found in any area was about 0.015 m 3 km 22 , while the daily surface oil concentration of DWH exceeded 20 m 3 km 22 on many occasions (supporting information Figure   S3 ). Moreover, the minimum average concentration of DWH surface oil (Figure 3 ) was >0.015 m 3 km
22
. The two distributions do not overlap in our presentation, which is an indication of how completely the DWH oil overwhelmed background seepage during the spring and summer of 2010.
Remote sensing assessment of reduced oil thicknesses resulting from subsea dispersant application played an important role in justifying this important response action [Lehr et al., 2010] . The effects of dispersant application, especially the subsea application, on formation of deep-sea oil plumes have subsequently been modeled by a number of researchers [Paris et al., 2012; Socolofsky et al., 2015] . Comparison of modeling results with more complete remote sensing spatial and temporal data can advance understanding in both fields.
The present study should not be taken as an absolute determination of the extent and distribution of surface oil thicknesses during the DWH discharge. Rather, we used SAR data to quantify the overall extent of surface oil, the vast majority of which occurred as thin (1 mm) layers, and the much more restricted occurrence of patches of thick (70 mm) emulsified oil. Summing these two classes yielded consistent estimates for relative changes in the spatial and temporal characteristics of the surface oil footprint. On the ocean surface, the DWH oil footprint occupied a dynamically changing region, with heaviest oil concentrated in the region 50 km from the DWH wreck site, while thin filaments and transient patches of thick oil extended far from the source and to coastal areas. The technique of gridding oil volumes on maps and interpolating among images with partial coverage has not to our knowledge been previously used to assess oil spill impacts or natural seeps. Although fine-scale and transient details may be smoothed over with this approach, impacts
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to the pelagic, benthic, and littoral ecosystems can be evaluated within a common reference framework. The data sets provided as supporting information can be the basis for future studies in diverse fields.
The surface oil detected by SAR was a blend of what had been treated with dispersant at the seafloor and on the surface plus the untreated residual. Controlled burning operations further reduced the amount of thick oil on the surface. These relative fractions changed on a daily basis, and SAR analysis cannot distinguish among them. Neither do these conditions permit an accurate calculation of DWH oil fluxes to the surface based on the SAR results. Moreover, analysis of polarimetric SAR data suggests that substantial fractions of the DWH surface oil was mixed into the upper water column as opposed to being present as a viscoelastic films [Minchew, 2012] . We conclude, however, that response efforts contributed to dispersing the DWH oil over a larger area, while reducing its total surface volume, until wind and other weathering processes removed it entirely from the sea surface of the Gulf of Mexico. Even when the oil was dispersed in this manner during the June phase, patches of thick oil continued to go ashore on beaches in Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida at distances of tens to hundreds of km from the well. These results suggest that dispersant application presents a potential tradeoff between surface volume and areal extent. An ecological cost and benefit analysis comparing the adverse effects of more widespread thin oil versus more confined thicker oil would be a useful step for evaluating future dispersant protocols as well as better models for the effects of background oil pollution from natural sources.
